Dubnov, Tel-Aviv colloquium, Stanford University, Winter 1010

Winter quarter  
History 287 D/ 387 D  
Tuesdays 2:15 pm - 4:05 pm  
EDUC208

Contact: dubnov@stanford.edu  
Phone: 723-1585  
Office: 200-125 (Lane Hall)

Tel Aviv: Site, Symbol, City  
Instructor: Arie M. Dubnov

Course Description

Dedicated to Tel-Aviv’s centenary this colloquium addresses the first Israeli/Hebrew city from a cultural history perspective combining 'high' and 'low' cultural artifacts, examining the symbolic constructions of the city as a site of Hebrew modernism and postmodernism.

Topics include:

- utopian origins of Tel-Aviv in modernist-Zionist texts
- A “Hebrew bohemia”: the role of artists, poets and writers in Tel-Aviv's coffee houses
- Is Tel-Aviv indeed the capital of Bauhaus architecture?
- The emergence of pop culture in Tel-Aviv of the late 1960s and 1970s, or: why wasn’t there a 1968 Student Revolution in Israel?
- McWorld in Tel-Aviv, Jihad in Jerusalem: the effects of contemporary globalization and the reconstruction of Tel-Aviv as symbolic site of Israeli post-nationalism
- Place, site, land and exteritorialization: is Tel-Aviv emblematic example of a Jewish ambivalence towards physical space?

Students will encounter a variety of sources including art, cinema, literature, pop-music and will also make use of the archival materials at Green Library’s Eliasaf Robinson Collection.

* Hebrew reading knowledge, although recommended, is not required.
Course Requirements

The course is a colloquium combining undergraduate and graduate students. Requirements differ according to the student’s level. There will be no mid-term paper in this class. Instead, students are expected to read all the sources and secondary literature in advance and actively participate in class discussion. The assignments of the course are as follows:

1) **Oral Presentation:** each student will be asked to prepare at least one short (7-10 minutes) oral presentation in class (referatum). The presentation would center either on the secondary reading, exploring its central theoretical/historical conceptual framework or on the specific works of art/literature that we shall discuss. Presentation will be accompanied by a short (3-4 pages) report summarizing the central arguments of the presentation, and should include a personal critical statement as well.

2) **Two synthetic movie/music view/listen report:** 2 reports, 3-4 pages long (each). See instructions below, sessions VII-VIII

3) **Final Paper:** A 15-25 pages long analytical essay. The essay may frame itself using a specific period, may focus on a specific artistic manifesto or artifact, discuss the oeuvre of an artist/poet/writer or an artistic milieu etc. It is required that the essay will have a short methodological introduction, and place the works in historical context. You are more than welcome to use research methods you may be acquainted with from studying in other disciplines such as literature, art history, communication, cultural studies etc., but the reliance on such methodologies must be manifest.

4) **"Agenda Setting":** Each graduate student will be responsible for "agenda setting" (no more than 5 minutes) at least once during the semester (in weeks in which they are not presenting). This entails summarizing the main points of interest in the readings and proposing interesting questions and points for consideration and further discussion by the class.

**Please Note:** Undergrad students are warmly encouraged to experience themselves with this as well, but are not formally obliged to do so as part of the course requirements.

* Please note that I require that the central themes of 1, 3 & 4 will be discussed and coordinated in advance with the course instructor

Your grades will be determined according to the following 4 criterions:

i. Class participation 20%
ii. Movie view reports 20% (10% each)
iii. Oral presentation 15%
iv. Final essay 35% or 45% [grad/undergraduate or depending on completion of section v.]
v. Agenda setting 10%
Course Sessions and Topics

Glossary:
[$\$] = Scanned on course website.
[R] = Reserved book, at Green Library’s Loan Desk

Session I:
Introduction: The Production of a Modern Jewish/Hebrew Space?

* No prior reading required

Session II:
Utopian or Biblical? The idea of Tel Aviv in Herzl's *Alteneuland*

Readings

OR:

Additional recommended reading:

Session III:
Mythography and reality in Tel Aviv’s early days

Readings

OR
Session IV: 
An “Eretz-Israeli Genre” of an Orientalist Dream? From Rubin and Guttman, via Brenner, to the Oriental Fair

Readings

Additional recommended reading:
Mann, Barbara E., A Place in History: Modernism, Tel Aviv, and the Creation of Jewish Urban Space (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2005).

Session V:
From Apollo’s Statue to “Epistle to the Hebrew Youth,” Or: from the glorious to the accursed Europe?

Readings
1. [§] Tel-Aviv of the Poets: Collection of translated excerpts of poems and essays on Tel-Aviv by Natan Alterman, Saul Tchernichowsky, Lea Goldberg, Uri Zvi Greenberg, Yonatan Ratosh, Meir Weiseltier and others. See course website.

Additional recommended reading:
Schlör, Joachim, Tel Aviv, from Dream to City, tr. Atkins, Helen (London: Reaktion Books, 1999)
Session VI:
**Stage, Ceremony, Carnival and Secular Rituals:** *Habima, Maccabiah, Adloyada* (Purim Festival) and Independence Day military parade

* visiting the Aliasaf Robinson Collection

NOTE: class will take place at the Barchas Room, a classroom located adjacent to Green Library’s Special Collections Reading Room. The meeting will include a short presentation of the Aliasaf Robinson Collection and related archival materials by Zachary M. Baker, The Green Library’s Curator of Judaica and Hebraica Collections. We shall meet 5 mins. before class starts with at the entrance (2nd floor of Green Library, West Wing) Special Collections Reading Room, 2nd floor of the Green Library.

**Readings**


**Additional recommended reading:**


Session VII:  
Gefilte-fish with Kuskus, austerity with indulgence: Tel-Aviv of the 1950s through the lens of Efraim Kishon’s films

* ASSIGNMENT A: Watch at least two of the following 3 movies and write a 3-4 pp. synthetic view review:

a) Ha-Shoter Azulai, aka The policeman (87 min., 1971)  
b) Te’alat Blaumilkh, aka The Big Dig (89 min., 1970)  
c) Sallah Shabati (110 min., 1964)

* All the above are included in A 5 videodiscs DVD Series entitled "Sirtei Efrayim Kishon [Efraim Kishon's Movies]," ([Israel]: Globus, 2000), located at the Green Library’s Media Microtext Collection (Lower Level), call number -MTXT ZDVD 6781 DISCS 1-5

Instructions: The report should not simply summarize the films’ plots but analyze them by placing them in their historical context. Try to answer the question what can we learn, if at all, from Kishon’s comedies about the dilemmas, perceptions and conflicts of the time? Try to find connection between the secondary readings and the movies. It is highly recommended to read in advance Kishon’s biographical sketch on the internet.

Readings


Additional recommended reading:  
Dubnov, Tel-Aviv colloquium, Stanford University, Winter 1010

Session VIII:
1967-77: euphoria and satire, siege and nostalgism

* ASSIGNMENT B: Watch at least two of the following movies and listen to the two following music records and write a 3-4pp. synthetic review analyzing these artifacts using the secondary/theoretical literature. Are these cultural artifacts express what Bar-Tal and Antebi describe as “Siege Mentality” or, alternatively, nostalgism of the kind examined by Boym, or what Mordechai Bar-On describes as the Israelis “political psychology”?

Video recordings
a) Matzor, aka Siege, dir. Tofano, Gilberto (100 mins., 1969)
GREEN MEDIA-MTXT ZVC 8178

b) Metzizim, aka Peeping Toms dir. Zohar, Uri (90 mins., 1972)
GREEN MEDIA-MTXT ZVC 14195

GREEN MEDIA-MTXT ZVC 8171

d) Blues Lahofesh Hagadol, aka Late Summer Blues, dir. Schorr, Ronen (101 mins., 1987)
GREEN MEDIA-MTXT ZVC 8584 [*Available only in VHS format]

Sound recordings:
a. Arik Einstein, Poozy (Phonokol Records, 1969)
b. Arik Einstein, Eretz Yisrael Hayeshana veHatova (Good Old Land of Israel) (Phonokol Records, 1973)

Readings
   OR:

Additional recommended reading:
Segev, Tom, 1967: Israel, the War, and the Year That Transformed the Middle East (New York: Metropolitan Books, 2007).
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Session IX:
Past Continuous [Zikhron Devarim]

Readings


Session X:
Conclusion: Indeed a White City?

Readings

1. [§] Rotbard, Sharon, White City, Black City: Architecture and War in Tel Aviv and Jaffa (Tel-Aviv: Babel (Manuscript - Uncorrected draft of the English translation), 2005 [English translation forthcoming 2010]).


Additional recommended reading:
Gonen, Amiram, Between City and Suburb: Urban Residential Patterns and Processes in Israel (Aldershot: Auebury, 1995), Chap. 11 (“Recent Ethnic Residential Patterns, pp.154-170)


